Overview
We have developed the Proteome Discovery Pipeline, a stand-alone bioinformatics platform used for LC/MS data analysis and biomarker discovery. Data is processed in a series of self-contained analytical steps using modules that are controlled by a graphical user interface. The user interface was developed in Visual C++ 6.0 and provides a multi-threaded, tabbed user interface with each tab representing a step in the analysis process. Modules included are spectrum deconvolution, alignment, normalization, significance tests and pattern recognition. Modules consist of applications developed in C++ and the R scripting language, which are called as external processes from the GUI using inputted parameters. Molecular correlation analysis can be viewed interactively using SysNet. Figure 1 shows the architecture of the Proteome Discovery Pipeline.
Spectrum deconvolution
XMass [1] uses chemical noise filtering, charge state fitting and de-isotoping for improved analysis of complex peptide samples. Overlapping peptide signals in mass spectra were deconvoluted by correlation with modeled peptide isotopic peak profiles. Isotopic peak profiles for peptides were generated in silico from a protein database to produce reference model distributions.
Peak alignment
XAlign [2] is a two-step alignment algorithm. The first step is to detect significant peaks that are common to all samples. In the second step, all samples are aligned to the median sample using refined m/z and retention time variation values, where pattern recognition is applied as needed.
Normalization
Several normalization methods have been developed for proteomics, including auto-scaling, reference sample, log linear model, trimmed constant mean, and average intensity.
Statistical significance tests
Several different test methods (two-tailed t-test, one-way ANOVA, Kolmogorov-Smirnov test, the Mann-Whitney test) can be used to identify data elements that make large contributions to the protein profile of a sample or that distinguish groups of samples from others.
Pattern recognition
We have implemented principal component analysis (PCA), linear discriminate analysis (LDA), canonical discriminate analysis (CDA), and clustering objects on subset of attributes (COSA) [3] as clustering methods.
Molecular correlation
The software package, SysNet [4] , is used to provide a dynamic visualization environment for molecular correlation of 'omics data. SysNet visualizes the 'omics expression data as a two-dimensional network. It features a circular layout, where molecular species are represented as nodes and all nodes are located on circles. The intermolecular correlations are represented as links, or edges, between nodes.
